WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status
Closed
Closed

Priority
L
L

Program
Version
5.0.1.3
5.0.1.3

Component
Running Order by Round
Record Export

Closed

H

5.0.1.3

Trick video Load

Closed
Closed

M
H

5.0.1.3
5.0.1.3

Trick video Load
Slalom Entry

Closed

L

5.0.1.3

Slalom Pass Detail Export

Closed

L

5.0.1.3

Slalom Pass Detail Export

Closed
Closed

H
H

5.0.1.3
5.0.1.3

AWSA Records
Slalom Entry

Closed

H

5.0.1.3

Official's Contact

Closed

H

5.0.1.3

Member Import

Closed

H

5.0.1.3

Scorebook

Closed
Closed

H
H

5.0.1.3
5.0.1.3

NOPS Tables
Running Order

Closed

L

5.0.1.3

Live Web

4/9/2019 7:00 PM

Issue
Selection by NOPS is not working
Can you take the DOB off and put in Age (as
of Jan 1). And on jump (upper right) the input
for speed is correct for kph, but it has it
Handle additional variations in the name.
Like last name comma first name, or first
When using Review Video Match button an
M7 slalom skier with a score greater than
current record caused an exception

Notes

Rows were being cleared incorrectly. Resolved.
The M7 slalom record information had a bad
character inadvertently inserted into the
message that caused an exception when
formatting the record exceeded message.
Would like the report sorted by Round, Event Done
Group, and Ranking Score in an attempt to
show the skiers in the same order they skied.
Consider removing Print icon. Want to force
the data to be exported to the txt file. Also,
consider exporting and printing to a PDF
Updates available for records
Updated
If a skier is scored as a class L and then later Refactored method of calculating slalom
it is realized that the skier should have been scores to better handle ZBS in addition to all
scored as class C then an error is
the variations.
encountered. This is due to the difference in
maximine speed and a different table used to
If an email has a trailing space it causes an Added validation for email addresses
exception during the import process.
Getting error adding records to MemberList Wasn't properly handling the option indicating
when MemberStatus field is greater than 12 "Annual Waiver Needed" for collegiate skiers
Class R tournament. When running
Problem was unrelated to the tournament
scorebook no rows are found. Errors
being class R. The problem was that "Total"
dectected during debugging due to missing has been selected as the "Scores to Use" on
fields.
the Master Scorebook and this feature
B2 jump median value needs to be udpated updated
Add feature to filter which columns are
Done. Added a new icon and a dialog to
included on the printed running order.
select columns to be included in the print list.
Additionally the grid used for the printed
Selections are saved by event and sanction.
running order should be used with the
Add IWWF logo to class L events. Maybe in
tournament title? maybe on individual

WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status
Closed

Priority
H

Program
Version
5.0.1.3

Component
Running Orders

Closed

L

5.0.1.3

Jump Entry

Closed
Closed
Closed

H
H
H

5.0.1.3
5.0.1.3
5.0.1.3

AWSA Records
IWWF Records
IWWF Overall

4/9/2019 7:00 PM

Issue
Need better support for pick and choose.
Also, the head to head stuff needs to be
looked at again. Support for handicap needs
to be looked at. Consider adding a feeature
to group skiers by event groups or some
other way than divisions. This would for
The program putting in MPH when it should
be kph in the jump record application.
Eaxample
137.0 feet (41.70M) @ 51mph 5.0 ramp
Thanks, Jerry Jackson (706) 394-9240
Updates available for records
Add records for JM and JW (U17)
I think there are changes to the overall
calculation for IWWF. Need to review code

Notes
Option for pick and choose has been added
to the dialog for creating running orders by
round.

Fixed information being exported for jump

Complete

